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THE VISIBLE FUTURE OF FORTRESS PULA

INTRODUCTION

 Pula’s bay is one of the largest natural bays on the Adriatic Sea’s Croatian coast. It is surrounded by hills, protected from strong 
winds, and has natural springs and fertile fields. 

 At the end of the 18th century and the Fall of the Serenissima, less than 1000 inhabitants lived in Pula, burdened by illness and a 
sense of resignation and neglect.

 A new era arrived after the 1814–1815 Congress of Vienna, which sought to undo the consequences of Napoleon’s conquest. Pula 
and all of Istria were annexed to the Habsburg Monarchy, and they remained a part of it until its very end.



Pula’s harbour in 1823 

with ineffective defensive walls from the Venetian–
French legacy and smaller, separated fortifications 
that protected the entrance into the harbour.

 Kaštel /Castle
 Fortezza di Napoleone, St Andrija’s islands –

Napoleonic field fortification on the remains 
of the Venetian fort

 Fort Louis(e) – field fortification
 Zonchi (Žunac) – open land battery
 San Pietro (St Petar) – coastal artillery battery
 Maximilian – field fortification
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TYPES OF FORTS

Pula’s system of fortifications included several different types 
of construction and three fortification belts
 Field fortifications and towers (up until 1836)
 Martello towers (1836)
 Circular forts – artillery tower (1852–1866)
 Horseshoe-shaped forts – artillery tower (1852–1856)
 Polygonal forts (1881–1914)
 Batteries (1820–1918)
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CIRCULAR FORTS, ARTILLERY TOWER (1852–1866)
– FIRST PHASE

Kaiser Franz I. – circular fort Ø ~ 24 m (1836)

Maximilian – circular fort Ø 23.5 m (1836)

San Giorgio – circular fort, Ø 34 m

Zaro – horseshoe-shaped fort, Ø 36 m

Movidal – horseshoe-shaped fort, Ø 37 m

San Michele – horseshoe-shaped fort, Ø 30 m

Casoni vecchi – circular fort, Ø 34 m

Monsival/Bourguignon – circular fort, Ø 27 m

Musil – circular fort, Ø 35 m

Marie Louise – circular fort, Ø 110 m

Munide – circular fort, Ø 34 m

Grosso – horseshoe-shaped fort, Ø 45 m

Brioni / Tegetthoff – circular fort, Ø 50 m

Punta Christo – circular fort, Ø 25.5 m / 71,5 m
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POLYGONAL FORTS (1881–1914)
- SECOND PHASE

Changes in warfare led to the intensive construction of contemporary 
forts and the renovation of already existing buildings – an increase in 
the heavy artillery’s range of fire
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POLYGONAL FORTS (1881–1914)
- SECOND PHASE

Punta Christo – extended side wings, transformed into a 
polygonal fort
Bradamante / Valmarin – polygonal fort
San Daniele – polygonal fort
Turcian – polygonal fort
Pomer – polygonal fort
Verudella – armored polygonal fort
Musil – coastal artillery battery connected with the fort of Musil
San Giovanni Cunfida – coastal artillery battery
Stoja – extension into a larger polygonal armored fort
Ovine – coastal polygonal artillery battery
Valmaggiore – coastal polygonal artillery battery
Fisella (Fižela) – new coastal polygonal artillery battery
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POLYGONAL FORTS (1895 – 1918)
-THIRD PHASE

Kaštelir (Castellier) – polygonal fort

Brioni Minor – polygonal armoured fort

Peneda – polygonal armoured fort

Forno – polygonal armoured fort

Paravia West – armoured fort

Paravia Ost – armoured fort

Lošinj (Lussin) – new polygonal fort
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HOWITZER 420 MM M.14 – GOMILA BATTERY
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Fort Forno
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FORTRESS PULA

A fortification system distributed along three lines of 
defence that not only comprised of forts, but also of 
batteries, bases, entrenchments, aboveground and 
underground shelters, water tanks, quarries, quays, and 
air bases.

It occupied an area of over 700 km2 and it had one 
task alone – the protection of the port whose 
centerpiece was the arsenal and the anchorage of a 
large part of the naval fleet of the Habsburg Monarchy. 

Pula succeeded in this task and reached the end of the 
First World War with hardly any military actions having 
occurred there.
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PRESERVATION 

 The K.u.K. fortress system is preserved – cultural
good

 Austrian fortifications were used in World War II 
mostly as ammunition depots; JNA took over only
part of the forts

 Until December 16, 1991 one of the strongest 
garrisons on the Adriatic -12 000 soldiers, 41fighter 
jets, 10 warships, over a thousand submarine mines, 
26 000 tons of explosives, 56 000 tons of 
ammunition, weapons of territorial defense on 
Muzil.

 After the Homeland War the greatest number of 
fortifications came under the administrative control 
of the City of Pula and the Republic of Croatia
(complicated legislation)
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PRESERVATION

 Gathering of archival documentation - 1970s by the 
Department for Architectural Heritage of the City 
of Pula

 New architectural documentation and valorisation 
studies - Ministry of Culture and the Conservation
Department in Pula

 Main repairing acts - reduced to necessary 
maintenance and guaranteeing of access to the 
fortifications.

 Main users – NGOs, museums, theaters
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PRESERVATION

 The Bourguignon fort, which was once a 
concert venue, is now used by the 
Archaeological Museum of Istria as a depot

 CasoniVecchi, Turcian, Pomer, and Punta 
Christo are looked after by non-
govermental organisations

 Brioni Minor is used by the Ulysses theatre
as a stage but NP Brijuni intends to 
completely renovate the fortresses on the
islands through new projects
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PRESERVATION

 Monumenti – command of the Navy Air 
Corps WWI, nearby island of St Katarina 
housed an arsenal for hydroplanes alongside 
a test station – during the time of the Italian 
administration they came together to 
become the Royal Submarine School

 The military complex of Katarina 
Monumenti has become the site of a large 
nautical and tourist project that has 
managed to preserve part of the original 
buildings.
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ADRIFORT

 ADRIFORT project (Adriatic fortresses and
military areas) IPA CBC 2007 – 2013 - cities, 
municipalities, counties, the Juraj Dobrila University 
of Pula and the Ca' Foscari University from Venice 
intend to revitalise several forts in the Pula group

 San Michele, Grosso, Punta Christo, Valmaggiore, 
Munide, Zonchi
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PRESERVATION

 The importance of constant use

 Kaštel (Historical and Maritime Museum of 
Istria) andVerudella fort (Pula Aquarium, M. 
Mičić) – the only buildings completely 
restored and properly presented

 San Michele – part of the University
campus

 Punta Christo – documentation centre
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PULA FORT CENTER - KAŠTEL

 Renovations of the Historical and Maritime 
Museum of Istria

 ITI (Integrated Territorial Investment) 
mechanism and the importance of the 
Municipality of Pula
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PULA FORT CENTER

 Partners: City of Pula-Pola, Tourism Office Pula, 
Historical and Maritime Museum of Istria

 To mobilise and enhance the enormous 
potential of parts of the City of Pula’s cultural 
heritage, increase the range of cultural and 
educational activities 

 The sustainable development of the economy 
and tourism

 The lift that links the Zerostrasse tunnels, the 
underground Kaštel fortress tunnels and the 
fortress’s own atrium. 

 Exhibition, visitor centre
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PULA FORT CENTER – EXHIBITION

 Relief maps and timelines

 Multimedia content intended for adults 
and children

 Photographs, plans, museum objects
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PULA FORT CENTER – EXHIBITION 
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POVIJESNI I POMORSKI MUZEJ ISTRE – MUSEO STORICO E NAVALE DELL’ISTRIA 
HISTORICAL AND MARITIME MUSEUM OF ISTRIA – 2021

KAŠTEL                            ZERO STRASSE
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THE END
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